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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each of the four

Units, in the question paper. All questions

carry equal marks. Missing data, if any, may

suitably be assumed and stated, clarly.
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Unit III

5. (a) Discuss the concept and working principle

of Roof Surface Evaporative Cooling

System. Also discuss the precautionary

measures required, in its construction and

workmanship. 8

(b) What is Microclimate ? Discuss the

factors affecting the microclimate of any

place. 7

6. (a) What is Energy Flow Diagram of a

building ? 5

(b) Discuss various types of Energy Audits.

How the results of these are analyzed

and the wastages of energy are

identified ? 10

Unit IV

7. (a) Illustrate with neat sketches the concept

and working principle of Earth Sheltering/

Berming, for Winter condition as well as

for Summer conditions. Also discuss the

precautions to be exercised in its

construction. 5
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Supplement your answers with suitable,

proportionately drawing neat sketches,

wherever required.

Unit I

1. An office room 8 m × 5 m and 3 m high is

located on an intermediate floor of a large

multistoried building. Therfore it has only one

exposed wall facing South, all other walls

adjoin rooms kept at the same temperature; Ti

= 23ºC. The ventilation rate is 2.5 A.C.H. Ten

luminaries of 30 W each are in continuous use

to light rear part of the room, which is being

used by 10 persons doing light office work

(Body's Heat production is 150 watts per

person). The exposed wall (8 m × 3 m) consists

of a double glazed (20 mm space) windows,

1.2 m × 6 m, with U value = 2.32 W/m2ºC. The

remaining portion of the wall has U value =

1.35 W/m2ºC. Determine the rating of the

heating or cooling required if :

(i) Outside temperature is –1ºC, with no

sunshine.

(ii) Outside temperature is 39ºC, with Incident

Solar Radiation = 650 W/m2. Absorbance

of the Wall surface a = 0.4, Surface

conductance f0 = 10 W/m2 ºC, Solar Gain

Factor for Window  = 0.75.

2. (a) Describe in detail the working principle

and draw the construction details of a

solar flat plate collector, used in solar

water heating system. 10

(b) Draw the details and discuss the

installation of a solar water heating

system in a residential building. 5

Unit II

3. Discuss how various Climatic Zones in India

have been classified. Discuss the characteristic

features of each of these climatic zones, with

few representative cities in each zone. 15

4. Discuss in detail Energy Efficiency Design

Strategies for Cold and Sunny Climate. 15
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(b) Discuss Inverse Square Law and its

importance in placing the luminaires. 4

(c) Discuss Illumination Quality. What are

the qualities which a designer needs to

ensure in lighting design. Also mention

the factors affecting these qualities. 6

8. (a) Describe various components of Daylight.

4

(b) Describe the concept of Light Shelf for

natural Daylight. 3

(c) Discuss the requirements, problems and

design solution for natural Daylight in

Hot and Dry Climate. 8
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